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children’s daycare centre

The updated Early Years

Time to change

Family sharing

Foundation Stage (EYFS)

Eden Garden Nursery has always kept

You can share your log-in details with

seeks to provide ‘partnership’

parents right up to date with their

other trusted family members such as

working between practitioners

child’s daily routine at nursery, using

grandparent aunts and uncles so they

and parents. It states that

paper based reporting. We’ve now

can also stay in touch no matter where

key workers should build

modernised the process in keeping

they are in the world.

‘relationships’ with parents,

with the digital age

keep them up-to-date
with their child’s progress,

Learning Journals Online

respond to observations that

With a multitude of ways to access

they share, involve them in

information online, it makes sense to

assessments and support

allow parents to view their child’s daily

them to guide their child’s

reports online every evening.

development at home.
That’s why we’ve partnered with
Learning Journals, a leading specialist
in school and nursery learning record
software, to bring this streamlined

Have your say

service to Eden Garden Nursery.

To close the gap between home

Security First

learning and nursery, parents can

Your child’s information is safely

upload photos and text in Parental

encrypted, stored and backed-up

Contribution boxes . You create and call

directly onto Learning Journals SSL

these whatever you want so you can

certified servers. Each child’s account

really add to your child’s profile.

has it’s own web address, accessible
only with a secure password and PIN

Better for everyone

combination for extra security.

Nursery staff are under great pressure
to provide the best of care for every

How it works

child. By cutting down on large

When your child joins the Eden Garden

amounts of hand written paperwork

family, we send you a link to your

through the use of individual tablets,

child’s account, where you can set

staff can instantly update records as

up your unique password and PIN

things happen allowing them to spend

combination, allowing you to securely

more time doing what they’re meant to

log-in whenever you need to.

do...caring for your child.

For more information on Learning Journals visit: www.learningjournals.co.uk
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